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Maltese Cross, from St. Germain On Alchemy, p. 273. 

The Maltese Cross, emblem of Saint Germain’s dedication to the cause of freedom, is a 

balanced thoughtform which may be used to illustrate the Qualifications of Power. 

Saint Germain, in his ‘Trilogy on the Threefold Flame’, explains: 

“As many realize, a Cross symbolizes the meeting of two planes of consciousness, the 

horizontal bar representing the plane of the human consciousness, the plane of the ego, and 

the vertical bar representing the Energies of God descending from the Realm of Spirit into the 

quadrants of Matter. 

“The Centre where the two lines intersect is the Point or Orifice where the Energies of Heaven 

are released to the earth; and in Truth, it is at this Point, which is actually the Point of the 

Qualification of Power, that great alertness must be maintained by all who use Power in its 

many aspects. 

“The Maltese Cross is a symbol of Perfect Balance, both in the Alignment of the four planes of 

Matter (and the Four Cosmic Forces thereof) and in the Inner and outer Expression of God’s 

Spirit within the Souls of his or her own life.  As such, the Maltese Cross illustrates the drawing 

forth of Light’s Energy and Consciousness from on High (through the north arm) for the 
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manifestation in the world of form of God’s Omnipotence, Omniscience and Omnipresence 

(through the west, south and east arms respectively).  And, as we shall soon see, in this Cosmic 

Interchange between God and man the Universal Light is Beamed forth ‘as Above, so below’ 

to the right, to the left and in the Centre in a Perfect Equilibrium of Power, Wisdom and Love. 

“In simplifying the understanding concerning the Release of Power, it will be shown that the 

bodies of man, four by definition, or receptacles of that Power.  Thus, his physical, mental, 

emotional and electric sheaths of consciousness are recipients of the charge a Power that is 

Released through the Electronic Pattern of the Maltese Cross.  For the purposes of this study, 

it is best that we consider the dawn, the beginning of each day, as the arbitrary point of origin 

for Powers to Release, when self-conscious awareness once again floods the altar of 

individuality and men and women begin again to think and to perceive.  For the use, too, is an 

Employment of Power, but one that is often abused by neglect. 

“The corners where the two lines Intersect is the Point or Orifice, where the Energies of Heaven 

are Released to the Earth; and in Truth, is at this Point, which is actually the Point of the 

Qualification of Power, that Great Alertness must be maintained by all who use Power in its 

many aspects, including its organic and inorganic forms.  The Power of speech itself, the Power 

of the spoken word and in the Power of the word, whether released by pen or edict or sword, 

changes the course of history and alters the lives of those affected by its release.  Whatever 

its subsequent use or abuse, the tangled threads of power have always flowed, symbolically 

and actually, from the Orifice of the Cross. 

“The Maltese Cross, Emblem of My Dedication to the Cause of Freedom, is a Balanced Thought 

Form that may be used to Illustrate the Qualifications of Power.  As many realize, a Cross 

symbolizes the meeting of two planes of consciousness, the horizontal bar represented the 

plane of the human consciousness, the plane of the ego, and the vertical, representing the 

Energies of God descending from the Realm of Spirit into the quadrants of matter.” 

The Maltese Cross, Symbol of God Control Power. 

“The Maltese Cross, Symbol of the Perfect Balance of the God Flame, as in Heaven, so on Earth, 

provides a thought and Energy Matrix whereby the ill effects of personal and Planetary karma 

can be brought under control and the Power of Virtue released in their place, that mankind’s 

use a power might no longer corrupt life on earth.  It has been said that ‘Power tends to 

corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely’.  Power can be used as the bow of the infinite 

archer to release an arrow of perfection into the heart of man’s goal of happiness.  As the 

pursuit of happiness is an acknowledged Treasure, that all who would permanently enjoy it 

ponder the Maltese Cross as a simple thought-form through which great Truths may be 

revealed for the Blessings of all. 

“Looking at the Maltese Cross placed upright before us, We see that the four symmetrical 

arms extending from the Centre are Triangular in shape, wide at the outside, giving the 

appearance of a fan in action.  The upper, or north arm descending to the centre resembles 



the upper vessel of an hourglass.  Actually, it is a funnel through which the Great Energies of 

God, the Power of God, are descending into the cup, Chalice of Being, the wide opening 

reminds us of the Infinite Energies of the Source and of God’s Ability to Convey these to 

man.  Therefore, We Know that We need to not accept limitation in any form, whether in 

receiving or giving the Limitless Light of the Cosmos. 

“The Point of Qualification at the Centre of the Cross indicates that you must always 

consciously determine within your Heart and Mind to Qualify your God-Given Energy with the 

Purity of the Divine Intent and with the Virtues of your Christ Identity.  You need not be a weak 

or weakened when confronted by waves of discordant energy, whether your own or another’s.  

Nor is it necessary for you to be rude in your rebuttal of human error; For it is not the person, 

but the Impersonal Energy personally misdirected that must be challenged.  Therefore, 

establish yourself in a firm, unyielding consciousness that rejects evil as the lie of man’s mis-

qualification; and as you breathe in the essence of the Sacred Fire, ‘Flower of Power’, 

determined to strip the Light of its negative Power manifesting as thorns of abuse. 

“It must be recognized that when the Energy Action descends From God to man through the 

upper arm, narrowing through the final to flow into the crucible of being at the Point of the 

Cross, it passes through the Nexus and fans out into the three lower triangles to manifest as 

Power, Wisdom and Love in the World a material form.  Thus, the Infinite Energies of God are 

moulded by the Qualifications of man’s Attention Focused on the Heart of the Cross, the sea 

of his conscious mind.  By this means, Power congeals in the physical world, taking the Form 

of the Thoughts, the Feelings, the Acts and the Spoken Word of man or woman, the Release 

of its Potential Being Entirely Dependent upon the motivation and the Will of his or her 

consciousness.  

“The balance between the upper arm, which Receives the Energies of Spirit, and the three 

lower arms, to which Spirits Energies coalesce both in and as matter, Provides for the Balanced 

Manifestation of God‘s Power ‘as Above, so below’, from the Planes of Primary Causation to 

the physical effect, as it is taught in the Hermetic Science.  If man or woman’s Qualification of 

his or her Quotient of Spiritual Energy Released Over the Crystal Cord from the ‘I AM’ Presence 

to the Heart Chakra were Retained in Purity from the Moment it Entered the Crucible of His or 

Her Consciousness, all that is in Manifestation in the Microcosm would Reflect the Perfection 

of the Macrocosm.  Think of that! 

“The Energies of the three lower arms, fanning out in a Balanced Action from the Centre of 

the Maltese Cross, proceed, then, from the Plane of Pure Being into the Form, or Action, Phase 

of the Threefold Flame.   Power by itself (in the left arm), retains the negative polarity unless 

and until it is Qualified with the Positive Polarity of Divine Love in the right arm.  Ponder well 

this statement! 

“Now, the left arm of the Cross denotes the negative, or minus, Charge of Spiritual Energy 

Qualified by the Blue Flame of Power.  The right arm denotes the positive, or plus, Charge 

Qualified by the Pink Flame of Love.  In the lower arm, denoting the Central Axis of the plus 



and minus fling, is Qualified by the Golden Flame of Illumination, which Imbues both a positive 

and negative pause with Wisdom, God Direction and Purpose.  Therefore, all that is below in 

the Microcosm Is Intended to be a Threefold Manifestation of the Sacred Fire that just Sounds 

from Above in the Macrocosm. 

“The Energy Released from the Godhead, the Daystar from on High, the Lodestone of Power, 

or the ‘I AM’ Presence, Scintillating in the Octaves of Perfection, immediately upon entering 

the lower octaves of matter Assumes the negative pole of being in what is called the minus 

side of manifestation.  This is the minus side of life, where the plus fling, is a potential Released 

from Spirit that Enters into Material Qualification. 

“The Energies Garner Spirit, when preceded by Right Thought in the left arm, gain the Impetus 

of God Virtue by the Power of Love’s Cohesion and Attraction as They Are Released into Action 

to the right arm.  This left-right, push pull, action can be illustrated through the principle of 

the slingshot, wherein the sense in the sling is withdrawn from the ‘Y’ in a negative pull in 

order to secure the necessary impetus of power to drive home the shot through a positive 

release. 

“You will recall that it is written in the First Chapter of Genesis that God made the Greatest 

Light to Rule the day and the last Light to Rule the night.  The north arm of the Cross represents 

the day side of being, and the three lower arms the night side.  The left arm of the Maltese 

Cross, be in the negative arm of the Trinity in Form, is itself-symbolic of the negative side of 

life in which the three lower arms are suspended.  Then, too, it is the left arm that denotes the 

physical nature of man as the cradle, or crucible, and to which God Pours His/Her Power as a 

Condensation of the Fiery Intensity of His or Her Light. This He/She does in the Hope that man 

and woman will rise above that cradle, crucible and Transcend the world of experience that 

the Alchemist Perceives as the night side of life.  A temporal densification of Spirit, a 

Laboratory in matter where he or she is Obliged to prove the Scientific Laws Supreme in Order 

to Return to the Permanent Abode of Spirit.  It is out of the dense spheres this world of 

experience, which the Hindus referred to as the world of ‘maya’, that the Soul of man and 

woman must rise, Purified and made White, into the Purity of the Great God Flame of His or 

Her Being. 

“The Maltese Cross has another Significance.  When the Perfect Integration of God and man 

is complete, there is a Sunburst Effect Emitting Light from the dot from Centre of the 

Cross.  Within the Cosmic Circle of Allness at the dot, symbolical of the individuality, there is 

Focused the Balance of Spirit and Matter, a Divine Oneness of All Planes, a Union of the 

Father’s Light and Mother’s Love; God Fulfilling the Spirals of Alpha to Omega.  Through the 

Sacred Heart of the Soul, Divinely Wed in a Conjugial Marriage to the Universal Christ in the 

Alchemical Marriage, the Light Is Come, the Light Does Shine! 

“God Is in Truth the All-In-All, not only in Principle but also in practical application!  For This 

God, Whose Christ, As Paul said, ‘Is All and In All, Is the All-in-All Within the Individualized 

Manifestation Made In His/Her Image and Likeness’.  Thus, is the Fullness of God‘s Kingdom 



Conferred upon His Sons and Daughters of Fire and Water, thus, Through the Pattern of the 

Maltese Cross is the Concept of ‘Thine is the Power’ Self-Realized! 

“God‘s Power, as His Light and Her Love Energy, Consciousness IS.  Then, entrusted to every 

man.  And it is in the Rightful Use of this Power in every way, in Accordance with Cosmic Law, 

Spiritual and physical Laws of Divine Alchemy, Which I Herewith Declare to you in part, leaving 

the rest to your Mystical Communion with The Cosmos, that man and woman can surely Come 

to Divinely Understand more of the Universe and Octane the Victory of Eternal Life.”  End of 

Excerpt 

“I, St. Germain, welcome each and every one to this ‘United Forcefield’ the New ‘I AM’ One 

World Nation within the ‘True Constitution’ of Inceptions of Light for the Highest Good of All 

Concerned and may your Journey Fulfil All That You Are! 

“Be it Known that this Science of Alchemical Transformation shared and discussed through the 

Volumes of the ‘I AM’ Freedom Discourses, has now, for the first time in the history of 

humanity, been totally activated with the ‘Full Radiation of Light and Sound’ as the Language 

of Light in, through and around all of The Words of God therein, awaiting the DNA Encodement 

Activations by you Within your Own Collaboration with Your Own ‘I AM’ Presence in 

Accordance to Cosmic and the Natural Laws of the Prime Creator.  These Light Inceptions are 

Now Anchored by the Love and Joy of Those Star Seeds of the 2nd Coming of the Adam and 

Lilith Kadmon Human Race, The New Christed Ones, now Present and Active upon and within 

this New Erthe! 

“Devotees of the Flame of My Heart, I Hear you!  And ‘I AM’ Here, not there, but Here, Here 

at the Nexus of that Cross of the White Fire, The Centre of the Maltese Cross where time and 

space meet and cancel each other out.  Here ‘I AM’ in the Heart of Infinity.  And Where the 

Divine Spark is, There Is Infinity.  Therefore, I Greet You as the Infinite One and as Infinite Ones, 

One times One times One, ever the Infinite One.   Therefore, let the Great Circle of Our Oneness 

and Our Love cancel out all division, all misunderstanding, all ignorance, and every false 

testimony as in the case of the blind men and the elephant, all giving varied reports of the 

same spectacle but never arriving at the Point of Reality that is the Heart:  The True Heart 

Perspective!  

“I Call You to that Point.   For Centred in your Heart, which is becoming My Heart day by day, 

you can see all things as they are.  For the True Perspective of Wisdom, Anointed with Love, 

Enfired with the Will to be All That God Is, and Blessed with the Purity of the Mother, what 

else can there be out of this than the Crystal Prism?  I See Your Perspective of Freedom and I 

Come to Give You Another, Behold, I make all things New by the Flame of the Heart, by the 

Vision of the Heart, by the Wisdom of the Heart that is the Endless Stream of the Endless 

Source.  O My Beloveds, ‘I AM’ Come, and ‘I AM’ Joyous to be Here, Joyous to bask in the Light 

of Helios and Your Own Hearts’ Dear Love.    



“May you pass every test!  Beloved Hearts, in My Retreat this is the Salutation upon meeting 

and parting, not ‘God Bless you’, but ‘May You Pass Every Test’!  Is this not commendable and 

noteworthy of the Devotees of My Heart who are determined to follow in My Footsteps, not 

to make a rut in the road of life but rather to secure what the Master has Gained?  A worthy 

cause indeed!  Beloved Ones, I come to present to you, then, a crash course in passing every 

test.”    ‘I Am’ St. Germain, Your Holy Brother. 

 


